II. Observational results
Impacts K, P2 and S were observed for H20 min centered around impact time (Table 1) already quite large, about 10 a• ergs total (though only 10 -7 of a i km, i gm cm -3 impactor's energy). Table 2 lists 
III. Excitation of the H and Ha emissions
The H and Ha emissions observed by IUE may be attributable to collisional excitation by plasma processes or to non-thermal shock emission. We examine briefly these and other mechanisms.
Collisional excitation/plasma processes. The
Ha spectrum resembles a spectrum collisionally excited by electrons if significant absorption by CH4, the dominant stratospheric component, is included (Fig. 3 ). To explain the WFPC2 emissions, Hill and Dessler, [1995] proposed a mechanism where the flow of the plume reentering the ionosphere and crossing magnetic field lines would create temporary field-aligned currents in the ionosphere. Potential drops associated with these currents would accelerate particles and excite the ambient atmosphere. Although ~6 min of plume fallback (inferred to have started ~6 min after impact from many IR observations) was observed for K and P2, only ~lmin was observed for S. Therefore, to produce the IUE emissions, the generation of plasma effects with sufficient energy output may also be required for an earlier impact stage. The rising explosion shock and fireball are good candidates because their large envelope expanded through the ionosphere across magnetic field lines and should have carried significant ionization.
The ionization and motion through magnetic field lines of the fragment entry should have also created ionospheric currents, but with too low an energy output to produce noticeable effects [Kellogg, 1994] . It is also unlikely that the IUE emissions were produced by perturbation of the radiation belt particles into the loss cone from plasma waves generated in the ionosphere, Processes that were ruled out include: 1) Those involving electron excitation (require too much cometary A1 + and C due to large optical thickness effects). 2) Electron dissociative excitation of CH4 and CO (do not match the spectra). 3) Scattering of far-UV thermal emission by the early fireballs (they were relatively cold [Carlson e! al., 1995] ). 4) Reflection of sunlight by dust in the plume (since no continuum was observed at nearby wavelengths). 5) Finally, gaseous C and A1 + in the plume would resonantly scatter sunlight, but modeling as done for the H-Lyc• showed that large optical thickness effects limit each emission to only 1-2 kR.
